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HEGESIPPUS AND THE APOCALYPSE.

f

TESTJMONY from the second century in regard to the date and authorship of the canonical Apocalypse is both scanty and, in some respects,
difficult to interpret. It seems worth while therefore to point out tbat
an anonymous passage, which yields evidence that the Apocalypse was
written in the closing years of the reign of Domitian, may with some
probability be regarded as an extract from the Hypomnemala of Hegesippus, and may therefore be dated c. 180. It is the purpose of the
present paper to give such proof as may be available of the truth of tbaJ
statement.
I. By way of preliminary two passages must be exhibited side by
side. The first is reproduced, with some omissions, from Eusebius's
EccksiashCaI History Book III chapters xvii-xx § S. This I designate
by the letter E. The second has been edited from the Paris MS 1555 A
by J. A. Cramer in his Anectiota grtMca, codtl. manllsmphs Bwlio//w6e
R'gia, Pansimsis, Oxford, 1839, ii 88, and from the Bodleian MS,
Barocc. 142 by C. de Boor in Tut, "lid Unte,swllllllgtll v 2 169. I
call it C, and indicate the four sentences of which it consists by the letters
(a) {6} {c} {d}. Words which are common to the two are underlined.
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A comparison of these two passages clearly proves that there is a
literary connexion between them. But it is manifestly impossible that
E is a mere expansion of C. May we then suppose that C was derived

(rom E by way of abridgement? This is certainly a possible hypothesis.
But it appears to me to be improbable for several reasons. In the first
place we are informed in C 4 that the names of the grandsons of Jude
were Zocer and James. This fact the writer cannot have learnt from
E; for it is not recorded there-nor indeed in any other extant writing.
And he expressly tells us that he bases his statement on the authority
of Hegesippus. Now it is a priori probable that C a-e is immediately
derived from the same source as C 4. And, indeed, this seems to be
indicated by the very phrase of the epitomizer: •Aro.t/Jq,c& 8~ c\ 'H'riC7&1I"Irot KAl tU ,,"p.a.TCI. cWrcW. C, then, may fairly be assumed to be
founded not on E, but on the HJPOlllnnnata of Hegesippus. And this
is the work from which. as Eusebius himself says, E xx 1-6 is a
quotation. Thus we are led to the conclusion that from the Hyjo"'flefllata E and C are alike derived as their common source.
And this conclusion is confirmed by another consideration. There
is nothing in C to correspond to E xviii 2-4- Now on the supposition
that C is an epitome of E this omission is not easy to explain. For
the latter part of E xviii gives information which is both important
and interesting. In §§ 2, 3 evidence is given as to the date of the
Apocalypse; § 4 records the banishment of F1avia Domitilla. Why
1
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should such things have been passed over by one who undertook to
give a summary, however brief, of E? On the other hand, on the theory
which is advocated in this paper their absence from C is accounted
for without difficulty. For §§ 2, 3 are a quotation from Irenaeus; and
§ 4 is based, as we are told, on m &:..060' TOV rea.O" ~pci~ AO,vv tTI1'f
y~,tr. Whatever the latter phrase may mean, it is at ,east certain
that Hegesippus cannot be among the writers whom it includes: and it
is abundantly evident from the parallel passage in the CIwtmide 1 that
Bruttius, or Rrettius, was the principal, if not the only, authority on
whom Eusebius relied for his account of Ftavia Domitilla. Thus on
the supposition that the writer of C had before him not E, but the
Hypomnemala of Hegesippus, it was impossible for him to include in
his summary the facts recorded in E xviii 2-4.
Assuming then the correctness of our hypothesis as to the relation
between C and E, we can now form a pretty accurate conception
of the method of work of the compiler to whom we are indebted
for C. For E xx 1-6 is a quotation, in part direct, in part indirect,
from Hegesippus. We have in it, in great measure, the ipsissi",.
fJe,{)a of the passage of which C ( is a summary. Comparing the two
together we observe, in the first place, that the writer of C has much
reduced the length of his original: C ( contains only twenty-one
words, E xx 1-5 contains 200. But we notice also that he has been
careful to preserve, as far as possible, the phrases of Hegesippus.
Of his twenty-one words, eleven are found in E. In fact, it would
scarcely be untrue to say that he never departs from the 'Words of
Hegesippus except for the purpose of abbreviation. Thus ~
sums up the series of events recounted in E xx tb-the laying of an
information against the sons of Jude, and their appearance before the
emperor in charge of the evocatus; while n,v ~ TWJ' dr8p8w very
fairly describes their bard-working honesty and faith, described in detail
in E xx 2-4. Now we find that the relation between Ca, {) and
E xvii, xviii 1 is similar to that which exists between C ( and E xx 1-5,
though the disparity in length between the passages to be compared is
not so marked in the former case as in the latter. In E xvii there are
seventy-one words; in C a twenty, of which twelve are in E. And
E xviii 1 has twenty-four words, six of which are found among the
eleven of which C {) consists. Moreover, as indicating anxiety on the
part of the writer of C to retain the words of his source, we may
mention the strange phrase, 'Jt'Ollc\ re_A dr TOW ••• "PfJlp.a.lfM b&"eGp.O'ot;: we can understand it when we remember that E has -.u;p. ...
,lr ~ brcB.cblp.El'ot; •• • ':'p./yrrrra.. As before, most of the 'Words in
C which are not also found in E are briefer equivalents of its pbrases,
1
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e. g. 1tIUCQ, TOW ..
"unjcra.r, tr~fY; XpurrIll.YGw and brol'lfTG'
however are exceptions.
The obvious inference from these facts seems to be that E xvii,
xviii I adheres pretty closely to the phraseology of Hegesippus. And
we may, at any rate, feel confident that the expressions which are
common to this part of E and Ca, 6 were also used by him. But, if so,
we find in .E xviii I ground for believing that Hegesippus testified
tbat John, definitely described by him as the Apostle and Evangelist,
was banished to Patmos in the reign of Domitian.
11. If it were possible to leave the matter at this point, a good many
of my readers would perhaps concede that the hypothesis here
suggested has a reasonable degree of probability. But it now becomes
my duty to mention some facts, which, though I do not regard them as
destroying the validity of my argument, must be regarded as in some
degree mitigating its force.
The passage which I have called C is, in the Bodleian manuscript
from which C. de Boor extracted it, one of a series extending from
f. 212 to f. 216. At the beginning of the series stands this title,
~ laTop&Wy 3ca~pm" cl...o ~ «4TG. n.,-. 'YfI'I"Icrc~ TOV ICVplov ull~
..... ~ 'XOllfTQ, &".0 TOii frp0rov A6yov ~ 1«M.'FUIO'T~ IaToplllr 'Efxr'fJlov
TOii n~. At the end is the note, l~ TWn.w lcrropci c\ E~lfJw;.
It is thus clearly intimated that the whole series of passages is a collection of excerpts from Eusebius's Eedesi'astiazl HIstory. Moreover, the
passages are arranged in groups, each group having a heading indicating
the book of the History from which the excerpts in it are taken.s
Now it appears that these notes so far agree with the phenomena of
the passages to which they refer, that the large majority of them have
a manifest connexion with the text of Eusebius, if they cannot in all
cases be reckoned as summaries of it. It may be asked, Does not all this
directly contradict the theory that C is an excerpt not from Eusebius,
but from the source which Eusebius used ? And, that being so, is not
the theory untenable?
Several considerations forbid us to give with confidence an affirmative
answer to this question. For it must be remarked that the notes to
which our attention is directed are not in complete accordance with the
facts. Several of the passages in the MS are not, as they stand, mere
epitomes of Eusebius. There is, for example, a reference to Nestorius,
in connexion with Paul of Samosata. There is also a citation from
St Chrysostom. And there is a passage about the later kings of the
Jews which could not have been compiled from Eusebius alone. And
besides these there are seven pieces, the earlier part of each of which
lI'ItIy be a summary of a passage in Eusebius, while the latter part
1
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is certainly taken from the writer whom Eusebius happened to be
using at the moment-Papias, Hegesippus, Origen, or Pierius-but
from a passage which he does not quote I. Since the notes in the
Bodleian MS are not strictly accurate, it is legitimate to enquire with
regard to each of these seven, whether the compiler has been content
to follow Eusebius as far as he went, or whether he did not resort in
each case for the whole of his summary. and not only for its closing
sentences, to Eusebius's source.
But, further, these notes are peculiar to the manuscript used by
C de Boor. We have therefore no right to assume that they were
in the collection of excerpts from which both it and Cramer's Paris
MS were ultimately derived. It is at least conceivable that they are
due to an editorially-minded scribe-the writer of the Oxford MS,
or of an exemplar from which it is descended. In that case they
have no more authority as a description of the procedure of tbe
original compiler, though they doubtless agree more closely with the
facts, than the note which appears in the Paris copy as the title
of the series, El1crru6lov "ErufMwl_ lvplc&~ mTO,,;' ~ dp~r

'Iwcn7rov'

But whatever weight the objections drawn from the notes in the
Oxford MS. may seem to have against the argument with which it
and its companion manuscript at Paris supply us, our original conclusion
may be reached by an entirely different process of reasoning which they
do not affect. This I shall now proceed to shew.
Ill. In passing from the tenth to the eleventh chapter of the third
book of the E«/,slaslica/ History we experience one of those jolts to
which readers of Eusebius soon became accustomed. Chapters v-x have
dealt with the siege of Jerusalem and its historian Josephus,and they
have been entirely based on his writings. Chapters xi-xxiii are a fairly
consecutive narrative, dealing for the most part with the history of the
Christian Church, and covering the period from Vespasian to Trajan.
Eusebius leaves the impression that for it he has had recourse to many
authorities, from one to another of which he passes rapidly. I shall
here set out a table of the contents of chapters xi-xx, stating under
each head the authority which Eusebius professes to have consulted.
In doing so, however, I omit the records of the successions of emperors
and bishops which, according to his wont, he inserts here and there
in his narrative.
• TaU N. UNlwswIt. v 2 168 8". One of tbese pusagea is, or course, that with
which we are immediately conteraed. At least one or the others occurs also in
tbe Paris MS, but without the passage or Eusebiua (H. E. iii 15) wbich precedes
it in the Oxford MS. In the Pari, MS it immediately rollows our exlrac:t rrom
HeCesippua. See Cramer ii 88.
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chap. xi.

The election CIf Symeon as bishop of Jerusalem. Introduced with the phrase AOyor ,""nXc&. An incidental
remark at the end is covered by the words 'HW&1I'W'OC
1aTopci.
chap. xii. Vespasian's proceedings against the descendants of
David. An indirect quotation depending either on
AOyor ICa.""xC& or 'HY+n1l'W'OC laTopci in the previous
chapter.
chap. xvi. Digression on the Epistle of Clement. For the disturbance at Corinth which gave occasion to it
reference is made to Hegesippus.
chap. xvii. The persecution of Domitian. No authority given.
chap. xviii. § I. St John's banishment: '""""xc, AOyor.
§ 2. The date of the Apocalypse: Irenaeus.
§ 4- The banishment of Flavia Domitil1a: 01 &1f'OIcv m
ICo.(/ '9,.a~ A.Oyov fl'VYYpa.t/Jcir.
chap. xix. Summary account of Domitian's proceedings against the
grandsons of Jude: ~
~.
chap. xx. § J. More detailed account of the same: Hegesippus.
§ 7. General account of Domitian's reign: Tertullian.
§ 8. Nerva's
reversal ,of Domitian's
policy:__
laTopoVaw 01
.I...! ,
\
,
__
-ypa..,.u Ta. ICIl'I'G. 1"0111 ](p01IOVI .. ..,-vv..-. ..~.
§ 9. Return of St John to Ephesus: , M ""'P' '9"'.

'""nxc,

~

dp~.

tra.pa.&'&!u& AOyor.

An examination of this table reveals the fact that in chapters xi-xx
Hegesippus is indicated as Eusebius's authority three or four times,
while statements are introduced by the formula AOyor ,""Tixc, or its
equivalent five or four times. And the phrase .\Oy~ ,""nX" in Eusebius
seems everywhere to imply a written document.1 It seems natural to
assume that throughout the narrative which we are considering, it
always refers to the same authoritative writing. But indeed this way
or stating the theory exaggerates the amount of assumption which it
involves. For it is, I believe, quite certain that chapters xi, xii, and xix
are all founded on passages in the Hypomnnnata. Chapter xi gives the
Hegesippean date for the martyrdom of St James the Just, though
when Eusebius expresses his own opinion he prefers the earlier date
given by J osephus; and its opening words, p.era rt,v 'I_,:,pov p.ofYf'Vp/o.v,
are clearly a paraphrase of /UTA ,.0 p.ofYf'Vpijua.& 'ItlJcwpov in the Hegesippean passage in H. E. IV xxii 4, a passage to which it displays
other manifest tokens of relation.· But if chapter xi is a paraphrase of
I For proof J must be content to refer to H""".11tma xxvi (1900) 16 (.
Cf.
lightfoot /palilUl i !i8, 238.
I et H_tJIItma L c.
Zahn Fondt. _,. Gudt • • NTNdtnt K.M". vi 238.
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Hegesippus, so is also chapter xii, whetber it depends grammatically
on AOyor /CQflx.C& or on "Hyrja&lr'1r'or lcrTopct And it is beyond question
that chapter xix is a paraphrase of part of the passage which is actually
quoted in chapter xx and is there stated to be from Hegesippus. Thus
in two (or three) out of the four (or five) cases in which the authority
is indicated by the words AOyor /CQnxc&, the identity of the work referred
to is indubitable. And further, few will read together chapter xviii § I
and chapter xx § 9 without being convinced that they are based on
a single document. It would be arbitrary in the extreme to postulate
one source for the statement that St John went to Patmos, and another
for the statement that he left it. There is a minimum of assumption in
the further inference that that document is the same as that from which
Eusebius drew his information in the two (or three) cases previously
mentioned, or in other words, that it also is the HyjHJmlletllQla of
Hegesippus. The assumption is made, if possible, less formidable
when we observe that elsewhere in his third book Eusebius uses the
formula /CQnxc& AOyor for the Hyjomnemala. In chapter xxxii §§ I, 2 be
writes, MtT4 NipowQ /CcU ~OJ"'"l'vOv, /CQT4 TOVroV o~ "w TOUr ~
letT~ol"'" 1"P"'G.s _1 /CQ,.o. 'lr0Mt$ lE ha~~ 8,J"...,v ftV /Coli tj,....
,
_ .1_____
A:.._. 11.___ '
L
."
Q:_
/CQnxC!&
•l..,kr~
_""lvI/row .,.... rJAoOV, IlV 'I' ItV,""'va • •• P"fY"JP"t TOV , - .
clvaAVcnu. 'lNlpfiA#al"'" /CQ1 -roVTov ,...,;.,nw Q~ uc~ ••• "H~
And then he proceeds to paraphrase the account of the martyrdom of
Symeon which he quotes verbatim in § 6 of the same chapter.
Eusebius gives us no hint as to the source from which he borrowed
his general account of the reign of Domitian in chapter xvii. But its
closing words fit in most appropriately with chapter xii. Vespasian, says
Eusebius in chapter xii, attempted to extirpate the house of David, and
in consequence tile Jews were persecuted. The very same policy, he
says in chapter xvii, led Domitian further than his father had gone:
he persecuted tile Cllristians. The antithesis may appear to suggest
that these two chapters were founded on passages which lay not far
apart in the same treatise. But chapter xii certainly, as we have seen,
came ultimately from Hegesippus. And it will be remembered that
Hegesippus was in the mind of Eusebius, if the Hypomnemata were not
actually open before him, when he began to write chapter xvii. For
chapter xvi ends with a reference to that work. And finally it may be
added, by way of confirmation, that Rufinus believed that chapter xvii
was a quotation from Hegesippus. For he renders the closing sentence
of chapter xvi thus: I Verum de seditione facta apud Corinthios ac «lissensione plebis testis valde fidelis Hegesippus indicat, 11« modtJ tJimrs.'
Rufinus, it is of course admitted, was mistaken in supposing that the
sentences which follow make any allusion to the affairs of the Church
of Corinth.
ft
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Let us assume, then, that all the passages ·of Eus. H. E. III xi-xxi
which we have examined were taken from the Hypomnemala. On that
hypothesis we find ourselves able to give a reasonable account of the
construction of this part of the Ealesiastieal History. Eusebius acted,
it would seem, exactly as we might expect that a historian would act
whose design was to give a narrative of a series of events, which
should practically consist of extracts from earlier writers. He took as
his basis Hegesippus, who gave the fullest account known to him of the
history of the Church during the period with which he was concerned.
And here and there he added to his Hegesippean narrative illustrations
from other authorities-lrenaeus, Tertullian, Brettius, and the rest.
Thus by a completely different path we have arrived once more at
our former conclusion, that Eusebius drew from Hegesippus the
statement of chapter xviii that the Apostle St John was banished under
Domitian to Patmos; and we have extended it by tracing to the same
SOUrce the further statement in chapter xx that the Apostle returned to
Epbesus in the reign of Nerva. These two statements, taken together,
imply that Hegesippus, if he was indeed their author, believed in the
late date and Apostolic authorship of the Apocalypse.
IV. I have ventured to print the foregoing argument, not because I
believe it to be incontrovertible, though I confess that the more I consider it the more I am inclined to regard it as correct, but because the
conclusion to which it tends, seems, if true, to be of considerable
importance.
It is not only that, if the conclusion be accepted, Hegesippus is the
earliest known witness to the banishment of St John to Patmos in the
reign of Domitian, and his subsequent return to Ephesus. That we
can certainly claim for him. Clement of Alexandria, who speaks of the
exile in Patmos, died no earlier than between 212 and 217 1; lrenaeus,
who affirms that I John the disciple of the Lord' resided in his later
years in Asia, first comes into notice in the year 177 when he became
bisbop of Lyons.- But Hegesippus, who wrote his Hypomne1llllta under
Pope Eleutherus (c. 180), seems to have already held a prominent
position in the Church when in the time of Anicetus or earlier (c. 150,
Harnack) he journeyed to Rome.' He may have been only a few years
lounger than Papias of Hierapolis.·
But the importance of the testimony of Hegesippus seems to lie
tather in another direction. A fragment attributed to Papias, which is
extant in two MSS, contains the assertion that St John the Apostle was
put to death by Jews. If this is true I it disposes of the Apostolic
1 Hanaac:k Clmm%lP' ii 6.
• EUL H. E. v 4 f.
• Eus. H. E. Iv u.
• Hanaac:k, of'. ciI. i 357 dates the 'E£,,'ricr.1I ofPapias c:. 145 x 160. Others however put hiajlonlil muc:h earlier, e. a. Sanda, Criticism 0/ tIN FOIIrlA Goal'l 250 C.
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authorship of the Apocalypse '.1 And the testimony of Papias has
great weight. If the Apostle was martyred by Jews, he cannot haft
spent the closing years of his life at Epbesus. And if he lived at
Ephesus, the bisbop of Hierapolis cannot have been ignorant of the &et.
But, on the other hand, Hegesippus, if he was not, as Eusebius
supposed, a convert from Judaism,' was yet obviously in close touch
with Palestinian Christianity. It is very difficult to believe that if
St John had suft'ered martyrdom in Palestine he would not have been
aware of it. And if he had heard the story and gave credence to it he
could not have slated that the Apostle was sent to Patmos by Domitian.
and lived at Ephesus under Nerva.
H. J. UWWR..

FOUR NOTES ON THE BOOK OF ENOCH.
THE four Notes which foUow have been suggested by a perusal of
Dr R. H. Charles's admirable edition of the Ethiopic text, together
with the Greek fragments (Clarendon Press, 1906).

0" tlte flame of lite Angel Selfliaus.
The Book of Enoch treats of the Watchers, i. e. the heavenly beings
sent down to earth to watch over Adam's descendants. It tells us bow
the Watchers became enamoured of the daughters of men, and thereby
brought aU sorts of evils upon the earth. The Chief or ArchOD of
these watchers is caUed Se",iasas (lf~ii,,).
This very peculiar name is quite different from that of all the other
angels, good and bad, mentioned in the Book of Enoch. These are
almost all formed after the analogy of Michael and Gabriel, and no
doubt a good many of them were invented by the author of Enocb.
Selfliasas is so different that we cannot suppose the name to have been
invented by him: it must belong to an older stratum of legend.
As a matter of fact tbe Semitic original has been preserved, e. g. in
the • Jerusalem' Tar~m to Gen. vi 4- There we read tbat S~
(~) and 'Uztel (~) were those who fell from heaven, i.e. they
were the Nephilim. It has long been recognized that ~f~ii" is the
Greek equivalent of Sham~zAi, and that the angel Azael rAl.~ the
only other one of the evil angels who is characterized in the Book of
Enoch, corresponds to ·Uzt@l. Very likely Azael may be an earlier
vocalization.
1 H. B. Swete Apoc.l»# clxxvi.
IH.E.ivu.
I.
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